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Title:	Great 2014 IndyCar season for Helio Castroneves
Duration: 1 minute and 12 seconds

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GhJ1wsMPkI&list=UUZShmh_sLMNO3elF-7TbD_A&index=46" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8GhJ1wsMPkI&list=UUZShmh_sLMNO3elF-7TbD_A&index=46

[Sound effects/Background music]
Swooshing sound followed by rock music with distorted electric guitar riff.

[Text displays]
Congrats on a great year Helio Castroneves! 

[Video footage]
Wearing a yellow racing uniform with Pennzoil in bold black letters on the front and back of the jacket, Helio Castroneves—a man with short dark hair—pulls a black cloth cover off a yellow dragster with a red number 3 and logos of sponsors, including Pennzoil, Shell and others. 
Next, Castroneves dons dark sunglasses and walks with a brunette woman alongside a racetrack. Castroneves waves to fans in the stands then hugs two women. Wearing a black and red racing jacket, he signs autographs for several young men waiting behind a barricade. 
An announcer calls out off-camera.



[Audio]
ANNOUNCER:  Helio Castroneves!

[Video footage]
Sporting his yellow racing uniform, Castroneves waves and smiles at fans.  BB Bolen, Brook  Sporting his yellow racing uniform, Castroneves waves and smiles at fans. Next, Castroneves applies two circular decals to the right rear fin of his dragster then pumps his fist in the air.

[Audio]
CASTRONEVES: Woo! Let’s go!

[Sound effects]
Engines revving.

[Video footage]
Castroneves puts on his yellow racing helmet and climbs into the dragster. 
On the track, he speeds past other drivers. 


[Audio]
MALE SPEAKER:  You need to go next time, right?  Nice going buddy.  Outside, we’re clear.

[Video footage]
The yellow dragster zooms around a curve, far ahead of the other cars. 
On another track, Castroneves’ black dragster rockets across the finish line.  After the race, Castroneves—wearing his black racing suit—climbs up a chain-link fence separating the fans in the stands from the track. Elsewhere—in his yellow racing suit—Castroneves shakes both fists and grins.

[Audio]
Yeah! Yes!

[Video footage]
A man hands Castroneves a trophy. Castroneves takes the trophy and holds it overhead. 

[Text displays]
Thanks for the excitement.

[Video footage]
Standing on a small stage at the Chevrolet Detroit Bell Isle Grand Prix, Castroneves grips a bottle of champagne and ducks as two crewmen, with their own bottles, spew champagne on him. Castroneves aims his bottle at each man and showers them with champagne. 

[Text displays]
We’re already amped for next year.
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